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From Going Alt-Ac: 

A Guide to Alternative Academic Careers 

By Kathryn E. Linder, Kevin Kelly, and Thomas J. Tobin 

 

The following is an excerpt from the unedited manuscript. 

 

PREFACE 

 

IS THIS THE BOOK FOR YOU? (SPOILER ALERT: IT IS) 

Are you completing, or do you already hold, a graduate degree? If so, then you are among a 

growing number of people who may pursue an alternative academic, or “alt-ac,” position at some 

stage in their career. There are an increasing number of us who have completed the preparation 

to become faculty members in colleges and universities—but there aren’t enough of those faculty 

jobs to go around, or maybe you have decided that the traditional faculty pathway isn’t for you. 

This book is a combination of how-to advice, inspiring stories, and thought exercises that will 

help you to explore the alt-ac job market, navigate common challenges, and find rewarding work 

that honors your skills and knowledge, regardless of whether you are completing your post-

graduate studies now or you have already been in the work force for a while after earning your 

degree. 
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 Going Alt-Ac is not meant to be a scholarly treatise. All three of the authors are scholars 

and researchers, and you will find plenty of support and data for the ideas and practices for 

which we advocate throughout this book. However, our goal is not to create a dry piece of 

analysis; rather, this book is a practical, hands-on guide to the wide and engaging field of alt-ac 

work. We wrote this book because we have been there: we were trained by our Ph.D. programs 

to become faculty members in our disciplines, but we each ended up seeking different pathways 

within higher education.  

 Many of us who became alt-ac practitioners at the beginning of the 21st century did so 

with little guidance and a lot of experimentation. We wrote this book because it is one that we 

wish we had first starting out. This book is meant to help you create a meaningful path toward 

work that you are proud of, that aligns with your values, and that utilizes your knowledge and 

skills. Over time, we discovered that we were not alone in our alt-ac career seeking and, along 

the way in this book, you will meet many people who have walked down this path successfully. 

 

Who Are Alternative Academics? 

Broadening slightly the definition from Bethany Nowviskie, Katina Rogers, and their colleagues, 

we could define “alterative academics,” or alt-acs, as “people with graduate training in [any 

discipline] who apply their skills to a wide spectrum of positions beyond the tenure-track” 

(Rogers, n.d.). In fact, a lack of available tenure-track positions in many disciplines is one of the 

primary reasons for the increased interest in alt-ac careers. 

 The very term “alt-ac” is a little slippery. The idea of alt-ac work contains a wide variety 

of roles, perhaps because the very term itself is defined in opposition to something: alt-ac is what 

you do when you cannot obtain—or do not want—a tenure-line faculty position, but you have 
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been trained, by and large, to be a faculty member. So far, these definitions are less than helpful, 

and could even be mildy rude to some of our colleagues, such as our librarian friends who do not 

perceive their work as a fallback field for disappointed Ph.D.s (we have seen many articles that 

take just such a tone). 

 We alt-acs are a diverse group: teaching center staff, scientists and researchers, 

professional consultants, museum workers, non-profit staff members, corporate trainers, 

administrators, and more. Bethman and Longstreet (2013) offer a useful working definition of 

alt-ac positions: “full-time non-teaching and non-research positions within higher education” 

(para. 3). Indeed, a mark of a flourishing new field is its ability to codify, nourish, and pass along 

norms and best practices for new members of the field (Brown, 2016, p. 34). Many Ph.D. 

programs and scholarly organizations are coming to terms with the idea that they must provide 

broader guidance to their students and membership, respectively, with regard to job prospects 

beyond professorships (Kuhn & Castaño, 2016; Flint & Phillips, 2018). What ties us together is 

our initial training, and that common bond can help us to see ourselves as a professional field. 

 Throughout this book, we purposely simplify the very broad space of possible post-

graduate-training work into three categories, defined by how many steps they are removed from 

the ivory-tower faculty positions that many Ph.D. programs have trained us to fill: 

 Academic positions: these are faculty, researcher, and instructor positions within 

colleges and universities. 

 Alt-ac positions: these are jobs in which people with advanced degrees serve colleges 

and universities, but not in traditional faculty roles, or people whose work serves 

academic and scholarly goals, but in non-academic institutions. 
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 Non-ac positions: these are positions outside colleges and universities in which 

advanced-degree holders are applying the skills they obtained during their studies in a 

range of creative ways. In some fields, we often just call this “working in industry.” 

We recognize that our ac/alt-ac/non-ac framework risks presenting a flowing continuum of job 

choices as distinct categories; these are not totally separate, don’t require totally different 

training, and many people pursue job searches in many career areas across the spectrum we 

present here. That said, we will explain why these distinctions are helpful for job preparation, 

early- and mid-career strategic shifts, and advocacy for broader conversations from those of us 

well-established in our alt-ac careers. 

 

How to Read This Book 

Going Alt-Ac has seven parts, roughly corresponding to stages of the alt-ac career cycle: 

 Part One: An Introduction to Alt-Ac 

 Part Two: Exploring Alt-Ac Careers 

 Part Three: Getting Started in Alt-Ac 

 Part Four: Addressing Common Alt-Ac Challenges 

 Part Five: Growing in the Alt-Ac Space 

 Part Six: Building Your Alt-Ac Presence 

 Part Seven: The Alt-Ac Career Life Cycle 

Because many ideas and decisions in our careers look different from varying vantage points, 

you’ll notice that a number of the chapters within each section echo each other or cover similar 

concepts: that’s on purpose, to help readers at many stages of their alt-ac experiences. 
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Table P.1 Suggested Reading Order 

Graduate Advisor / Peer Mentor 
   

Part-Time Alt-Ac Work Wanted 
   

Looking for a Mid-Career Job Switch 
   

Current Graduate Students 
   

 
   

Part 1: An Introduction to Alt-Ac 
   

1: Why Go Alt-Ac? 


2: Who Considers Alt-Ac Careers? 




Part 2: Exploring Alt-Ac Careers 
   

3: Do You Want to Work in Higher Ed? 
 

4: Alt-Ac Opportunities Outside Academia 




5: Being Aware of Emotions When Making Career Decisions 
  

6: Mapping an Alt-Ac Career Trajectory 
  

7: Learning More About Alt-Ac Fields 




Part 3: Getting Started in Alt-Ac 
   

8: Preparing for an Alt-Ac Career While Still in Grad School 
  

9: Getting Your Partner or Family on Board   

10: Communicating About Alt-Ac Careers With Graduate Advisors 
 



11: Job Hunting 
 

12: Preparing Alt-Ac Job Materials 




13: Interviewing 
 

Part 4: Addressing Common Alt-Ac Challenges 
   

14: Addressing the Two-Body Problem 
 

15: Finding a Niche and an Appropriate Audience 




16: Disciplinary Knowledge & Skills in Specific Alt-Ac Roles 




17: Making Good Use of a Dissertation After Graduation 
 



18: Establishing Credibility When Getting Started 
 



19: Having Effective Conversations 


Part 5: Growing in the Alt-Ac Space 
   

20: Doing Consulting Work 
 



21: Working Up Internally or Moving Up by Moving On 



 

22: Writing and Publishing 




23: Professional Organizations 

Part 6: Building Your Alt-Ac Presence 
   

24: Getting Experience 
 



25: Building a Portfolio Over Time and With Intentionality 





26: Finding a Sponsor or Mentoring Group to Help 
 

27: Creating and Growing a Personal Brand 





Part 7: The Alt-Ac Career Life Cycle 
   

28: From Alt-Ac to Faculty Roles 
 



29: From Faculty to Alt-Ac Roles 







30: Part-Time Alt-Ac Roles 





31: Be an Alt-Ac Mentor 




Conclusion 
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While we hope that you will enjoy reading this book from the numerical and data-

supported overview of Chapter 1 right through to the conclusion, we also suggest reading certain 

chapters first, based on the stage of your career, your eventual career goals, and what types of 

jobs you’re looking to obtain. And if you’re unsure about any of those categories, we have you 

covered, too. Look to Table P.1 for a suggested reading-order chart for various readers of Going 

Alt-Ac. 

 

How to Use This Book 

We have organized this book according to key decision points along alt-ac career timelines, 

including those that involve people who began in traditional faculty or non-faculty careers. We 

also have made sure to address the needs of every alt-ac job seeker, including those who have 

chosen the alt-ac pathway intentionally and purposefully. As a whole, the book outlines the 

challenges and benefits of pursuing alt-ac career paths, and offers tips and suggestions for how to 

enter into and thrive in alt-ac roles. 

 Going Alt-Ac: A Guide to Alternative Academic Careers focuses on alt-ac career choices 

made by increasing numbers of graduate students and academics. This book is highly practical, 

providing tools and prompts for readers who are considering whether to choose an alt-ac career 

path, seeking specific alt-ac positions, advising graduate students or mentoring recent 

professional graduates, or encountering alt-ac career challenges. 

 Each section in the book begins with a list of outcomes that you will be prepared to 

achieve; poses guiding questions for different stakeholder groups such as graduate students, 

recent graduates, graduate advisors and those in academia considering a career shift; and helps 
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you to examine your skills sets and pivot your presentation, language, and approach as you 

engage in your alt-ac career exploration. 

 The book also discusses methods for growing your alt-ac network, building your alt-ac 

professional identity, and more. To ground the book, we offer case stories—our own and those of 

veteran colleagues in various professional alt-ac roles across North America—with concrete 

examples designed to help you pursue, obtain, and excel in a wide variety of alt-ac positions. 

People who enjoy variety and complexity in their work will thrive in the alt-ac career space; we 

are excited to provide this book as a resource for wherever you are in your own alt-ac journey. 

 


